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In Search of Buzz, TV Vets
See Many Pros to ‘The Con’

Comic-Con has come a long way from its start in a San Diego hotel.
It has grown into an essential stop on the TV circuit, with mainstream
dramas and comedies elbowing their way into the tent alongside genre fare.
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Attendance has grown
substantially from the 300
at the first Comic-Con to more
than 130,000 in recent years.

	  Comic-Con was the brainchild of a
group of comics, movie and science fiction
fans—including SHEL DORF, KEN
KRUEGER and RICHARD ALF—who
wanted to bring a
comics convention to
Southern California.

Overcrowding has become an issue, causing
neighboring cities Los Angeles and Anaheim to
attempt to lure Comic-Con away from San Diego. The
show will remain in its founding city at least through
2016, when the planned expansion of the San Diego
Convention Center is expected to be complete.

	 The convention’s reach has expanded, as the San Diego
Comic Convention also operated two other similar confabs: the
Alternative Press Expo and WonderCon.
	 Television in particular has taken advantage of the
show as a marketing platform in recent years, with the
number of TV programs promoted far outnumbering movies. Last year’s convention saw more than

“It’s clearly a way for a [show] to have
that personal connection with their fans,
that you can’t get in any other way.”

—Tim Kring, cocreator of Dig

Other non-comic-based shows that will have panels include Sleepy Hollow, Witches of East End, Vikings and
cult favorite Community, which will be the first time the
cast is together following the series’ revival by Yahoo.

90 TV shows promoted via panel or screening.

Costumes (like
Marvel’s Thor)
are a Con staple.

	 Some of the non-comic-related, live-action series
that became mainstays at the convention include Bones,
Burn Notice, It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia,
Dexter and True Blood.

	  “It’s been amazing to see how it’s gone from something that
was just a genre-based fan gathering to something that’s so powerful in terms of marketing,” said TIM KRING, whose Heroes was
among the first TV series with a major presence.
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Fox’s Gotham

Another popular trend that has emerged in recent
years is screening pilots for attendees. Warner
Bros.’ DC Entertainment—with four upcoming
comic-book launches on TV—will be the big attraction this
year by showing the premieres for iZombie, The Flash,
Constantine and Gotham.

Richard Alf; Kevin Green/SDCC; Joel Warsh/SDCC; Richard Callendar;
Albert L. Ortega/SDCC; TNT; Katrin Marchinowski/Marvel
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